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DYNAM JAPAN HOLDINGS, which is a holding company 

for the DYNAM Group, established Dynam Hong Kong Co., 

Limited as an a�liate incorporated in Hong Kong, and is 

proceeding with preparations to expand into business outside 

Japan. Within Japan, our activities have intensi�ed this year in 

connection with the impending passage of a law legalizing 

casinos. We intend to invest actively in companies involved in 

casino-related business outside Japan. In the event that the casino 

business in Japan begins in earnest, we intend to take the initiative 

in entering that business.

Our business in Japan includes the pachinko hall operations of 

DYNAM Co., Ltd. which has declared the goal of operating 1,000 

pachinko halls by the year ending 31 March 2023. �e Group is 

working together as one to forge ahead by opening 40 pachinko 

halls annually.

We have published this booklet to keep you up to date on our 

DYNAM Group business activities for the past half year. I will be 

very pleased if you read it and learn more about us.

The DYNAM Group’s Corpo-
rate Philosophy is “A centu-
rial commitment to building 
trust and encouraging 
dreams”. We can pursue our 
business when we have 
earned the trust of our stake-
holders. We hope to use this 
publication to continue com-
municating with our stake-
holders and strengthen our 
bonds with them.

Kohei Sato

DYNAM JAPAN HOLDINGS Co., Ltd.
Director and Chief Executive O�cer
and DYNAM Co., Ltd. 
President and Representative Director
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What
Truly Popular
Entertainment 
Is
DYNAM has a vision of "Truly 
Popular Entertainment." �e 
feature article in this issue will 
communicate our stakeholders' 
views on what this vision truly 
means.
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People come together to enjoy themselves. In order for the 
pachinko industry to grow any further, it has no alternative but to 
increase recognition of pachinko as enjoyable, playful recreation 
and increase the number of pachinko fans. From another 
perspective, we can assume that if pachinko is an amusement for 
which people have a truly heartfelt need, then the legal and 
business climate would be more favorable. �is is precisely why it 
is essential to undertake initiatives to broaden the base of this 
industry by giving serious thought to what customers are looking 
for in pachinko, and what form pachinko should take to be a 
truly pleasurable amusement.
It should be noted, in particular, that the target customers that 
will be able to support market growth in the medium to 
long-term are women, young people, and foreigners. �e 
question here is, what are these people looking for in pachinko? 
For example, they may want suggestions for playful recreation 
that they can enjoy for short periods of time at low cost, or the 
creation of mechanisms like social networking services (SNS) 
that allow them to connect with other people, or to make 
pachinko halls easier for them to enter just to use the restroom or 

Pachinko came into being in the 
1930s as a distinctively Japanese 
p o p u l a r  e n t e r t a i n m e n t .  
Fol low ing World War II,  
pachinko was taken up by 
people from a wide range of 

generations in Japan as a form of entertainment with roots in 
their everyday lives. �e number of pachinko halls throughout 
Japan grew, and today, pachinko is �rmly established in its 
position as one of the preeminent mega-industries in the country. 
O n  t h e  o t h er  h a n d ,  i t  c a n n o t  b e  d en i e d  t h at  t h e  
pachinko-playing population is diminishing under the impact of 
more stringent legal controls and constraints on excessively 
speculative activity, changing social values, and other such factors. 
I think it is particularly notable that what used to be a widely 
accessible entertainment for the populace at large has now come 
to present the image more of an entertainment that is for certain 
limited groups of people. �e pachinko industry will need to �nd 
some strategy to break through this present situation if it is to 
survive as an industry.

to hold special events for exchanges within the community. 
�ese things could expand the scope of pachinko business 
considerably. Another possibility might be to disseminate 
pachinko to other countries as the activity of a distinctively 
Japanese sub-culture, and then to re-import pachinko to Japan 
through the �lter of a foreign culture, which gives it a new image. 
�is might also o�er opportunities to bring pachinko to 
foreigners and young people, who are so sensitive to current 
trends. Various creative approaches can be devised, and I think it 
is important to rethink the appeal of pachinko and seek out hints 
for its growth to come.

�e DYNAM Group is the 
o n l y  p a c h i n k o  h a l l  
management company to be 
listed on a stock exchange. �is 
can be termed an upheaval with 
an impact that overturned the 

conventional sense . Listed corporations are required to show 
transparency and fairness in their business activities as part of their 
responsibility to society. Furthermore, the DYNAM Group is 

more than just an enterprise on its own, since it has also taken on 
the role of contributing to enhancement of the social position of 
the pachinko industry. For example, changing the image of the 
industry by enhancing their level of hospitality and  functioring as 
spaces that help local communities grow. I want all DYNAM 
employees to be aware of the signi�cance of being listed and their  
social responsibility through their everyday business activities, 
and also to take pride in themselves.
�e restoration of popular entertainment and the sustained 
growth of the pachinko industry depend on three elements. 
�ese are the appeal of pachinko as playful recreation that people 
can enjoy easily, an solid starting point as an enterprise, and a 
raison d'etre in society. I would like to see the DYNAM Group 
combine these elements to create new growth in the pachinko 
industry. When every individual gives serious thought to what 
that means, and puts it into actual practice, then the truly popular 
entertainment being aimed for can surely be realized. I have great 
expectations for the challenges you will be undertaking as a 
trailblazer in the pachinko industry heading for the next major 
change.

We talked about this with Professor Ohno of Waseda University

What is Needed for Pachinko to be "Truly Popular Entertainment"?

Led a joint research project 
of the Tokyo Game Industry 
Cooperative (the Toyukyo) 
and Waseda University 
since 2004. Presently 
promot ing the Genki  
Pachinko Japan Project.

Continuing to provide the everyday 
playful recreation
that communities and people demand

1

2 3

The pachinko 
industry: 
Current state
and issues

Professor Takahiro Ohno

School of Creative Science and Engineering, Waseda University
Department of Industrial and Management Systems Engineering

Toward Realization
 of the Popular
 Entertainment 
Sought by Society

P r o f i l e

An image of the new pachinko industry sought by DYNAM

�e appeal of widely
accessible popular

entertainment

�e starting point as an
enterprise that serves
the local community

�e raison
d'etre in society
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Mr. Hiroshige runs a real estate business in Chitose City in 
Hokkaido, and he leases land developed by his grandfather 
there for amusement and commercial facilities and other 
such uses. DYNAM Group leases the property for our 
Chitose establishment from Mr. Hiroshige. It is located on 
part of a huge piece of property where he used to operate a 
ranch.
Apparently, Mr. Hiroshige initially had no interest at all in 

pachinko halls, but then, as 
he rec a l ls ,  "I  met w ith 
President Sato (who's now 
Cha irma n),  a nd I  w a s  
deeply impressed by his 
explanation that 'Pachinko 
is not gambling. It is a 
healthy amusement, and it contributes to revitalization of the 
local community.' I instantly made up my mind to lease to 
him." In addition to being able to lease a sizable parcel of land, 
he says, he sensed a kind of forward-looking quality in the 
way the pachinko hall was built of wood, giving it a so�  
impression that contrasts favorably with buildings made of 
steel and concrete. 
A�er the Chitose pachinko hall had been completed, home 
improvement stores, supermarkets, and other such stores 
started being built around it, one a�er another. �us, it also 
played a helpful role in development of the local community. 
Mr. Hiroshige expressed his full trust regarding the contract 
with the DYNA M Group, saying that he had "never 
regretted it and never felt uncertain about it." He said that he 
intended to continue taking good care of his relations with 
our "wonderful "employees.

Lately, when I feel like playing pachinko, I always go to the 

DYNAM Shibatakaji Hall. One or two days a week, when 

I have a day o� from my job, it's become a habit for me to 

line up before the hall opens in the morning, and go home 

with my prizes in the evening. I suppose it's become a part 

of my life. It's nice to have my own time when I can forget 

about my job. I usually play on the "hanemono" ("vane-type" 

machines with lower cost and lower payout) . I like that it's 

easier to win on them, and it's fun to watch the balls move. 

When new types of game machines come out, though, I 

get curious and end up giving them a try.

I like the Shibatakaji Hall because it's a cheerful space with 

high ceilings and a very spacious feeling. I also like how the 

people who work there give me a nice smile and a cheery 

greeting. Particularly the 

new people who just 

started this year, they put 

everything they've got 

into their work, and that 

makes me feel refreshed, too. Talking with the employees is 

one of the pleasures of coming to play pachinko. Not only 

that, but I've been coming to this hall regularly for a long 

time now, so I've naturally gotten to be friendly with other 

customers, too. It's not just pachinko, though; we also talk 

about our jobs and our families.

If you want to know what my own "amusement" is, I've 

played baseball and gone skiing, but it really comes down to 

pachinko. Another thing I like about pachinko is that I can 

relax and enjoy playing it by myself, too.

W e  A s k e d  L a n d o w n e r s  a n d  C u s t o m e r s  a b o u t  D Y N A M

DYNAM and I Have a Good Relationship

I was so deeply impressed when 
I heard them say, "Pachinko is not gambling," 
that I instantly made up my mind

Halls where people can relax and enjoy
playful recreation: 
Key reasons why people chose DYNAM

D Y N A M

I n i t i a t i v e s

Mr. Shigeharu Hiroshige
Representative Director, Management Hiroshige K.K.
Landowner

Mr. Chiaki Iida
Customer

DYNAM Chitose Hall

DYNAM was the first in the pachinko 
industry to introduce chain store 
theory. This is a conceptual approach 
for providing goods and services from 
the consumer's perspective. Chain 
store theory places the benefit of the 
consumer first, and its aim has been 
to provide pachinko as popular 
entertainment to all of Japan.

Toward the goal 
of 1,000 halls

Looking forward, the Group is 
working as one to achieve 40 or 
more hall openings annually. We 
are stepping up the pace of 
openings nationwide as we aim for 
1,000 halls and a 10% market 
share ( in  number of  game 
machines owned) in the year 
ending 31 March 2023.

First new-type
hall created

Increased investment in game machines with 
more speculative odds, together with other 
factors, led the halls to become more highly 
profitable while pachinko fans tended to draw 
away. Under these circumstances, DYNAM 
halls changed from a management style 
centered on conventional four-yen pachinko 
and 20-yen slot games to one-yen and five-yen 
games, respectively. We aimed for pachinko 
that people could enjoy at lower cost.

First low-cost
wooden hall
opened

Our 33rd hall, the Ebetsu Hall in 
Hokkaido, opened as the first of our 
low-cost wooden halls. In 1989, we 
opened the first of our suburban 
halls, and the continuation of this 
pattern with low-cost wooden 
structures is emblematic of the 
steady development of DYNAM chain 
stores.

With the revision of the Amusement 
Business Law in 1985, the require-
ments for opening halls were uni-
fied. Although DYNAM had only six 
halls in the Tokyo metropolitan area 
at that time, the change marked the 
start of chain store formation that 
accelerated from that year on.

Joined
Pegasus
Club

1993 2007 20231994
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2 0 1 4 年 3 月期にお伺

�e �nancial results of DYNAM JAPAN HOLDINGS for the �scal year ending March 2014 (1 April 2013 to 31 

March 2014) are reported below. In conformity with the rules of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, our �nancial 

reports are based on the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

DYNAM JAPAN HOLDINGS' revenue*1 for the �scal year ended March 2014 was ¥165,754 million. Compared to the 

¥163,961 million yen in the previous �scal year, this was an increase of ¥1,793 million yen, or 1.1%, indicating our steady 

performance.

Shrinking our non-current liabilities has enhanced DYNAM's �nancial soundness.Financial Information

Gross pay-ins

Gross payouts

Revenue

Other income

Hall operating expenses

General and administrative expenses

Other operating expenses

Profit from operations

Finance costs

Profit before tax

Income tax expense

Profit for the year

Fiscal Year
Ended March

2014

Fiscal Year
Ended March

2013

C o n s o l i d a t e d  S t a t e m e n t  o f  P r o � t  o r  L o s s

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

(Unit: Million yen)

Non-current assets

Current assets

Total assets

Non-current liabilities

Current liabilities

Total liabilities

Share capital

Reserves

Non-controlling interests

Total equity

Short-term interest-bearing liabilities

Long-term interest-bearing liabilities

Total interest-bearing liabilities

Total assets

(Unit: Million yen)

F o r  t h e  F i s c a l  Y e a r  E n d i n g  M a r c h  2 0 1 4

*1 Under gross pay-ins, the method of recognizing and presenting revenues was changed from the 
gross method to the net method in consideration of International Financial Reporting Standards.

Dividends

Fiscal Year
Ended March

2014
1,265

3,059

4,324

185,732

0.7％

1.6％

2.3％

100.0％

1,258

4,325

5,583

167,877

0.7％

2.6％

3.3％

100.0％

Interest-Bearing Liabilities (Unit: Million yen)

At DYNAM, continuously paying the 
highest possible dividends to our 
shareholders is one of our most 
important management policies. The 
Company paid a dividend of ¥10,400 
million, which is equal to 48.8% of the 
net profit reported.

¥7.00

¥14.00

¥7.00

Final
dividend

Annual
dividend

 (27 June 2014)

Interim
dividend

 (12 December 2013)

Dates in parentheses are dividend payment dates.

¥5,200
million

¥10,400
million

¥5,200
million

Share capital

Reserves

Non-controlling interests

Total equity

Total assets

Percentage
Fiscal Year

Ended March
2013

Percentage

Fiscal Year
Ended March

2014
Percentage

Fiscal Year
Ended March

2013
Percentage

15,000

127,797

20

142,817

185,732

8.1％

68.8％

0.0％

76.9％

100.0％

15,000

110,827

–

125,827

167,877

9.0％

66.0％

–

75.0％

100.0％

Equity Ratio (Unit: Million yen)

922,172

（756,418）

165,754

10,799

（135,891）

（4,075）

（1,128）

35,459

（781）

34,678

（13,368）

21,310

Increase/
(decrease)

Fiscal Year
Ended March

2014

Increase/
(decrease)

929,158

（765,197）

163,961

9,250

（133,904）

（3,112）

（1,906）

34,289

（853）

33,436

（12,511）

20,925

134,786

50,946

185,732

9,249

33,666

42,915

15,000

127,797

20

142,817

Fiscal Year
Ended March

2013
117,309

50,568

167,877

11,356

30,694

42,050

15,000

110,827

–

125,827

17,477

378

17,855

▲2,107

2,972

865

–

16,970

20

16,990

▲6,986

▲8,779

1,793

1,549

1,987

963

▲778

1,170

▲72

1,242

857

385

The fair value of Macau 
Legend Development Ltd. 
shares is approximately 
¥14,490 million yen.

Pachinko and pachislot 
machine expenses 
rose ¥4,241 million, 
and other expenses 
fell ¥2,254 million.

Reduction of ¥2,107 
million as repayment of 
long-term debt

Outlook for the DYNAM Group

Foreign exchange gain 
was ¥1,159 million, owing 
to foreign currency 
deposits at DYNAM 
JAPAN HOLDINGS 
produced by fluctuations 
in the exchange rate 
between the Hong Kong 
dollar and Japanese yen.
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DYNAM Group Developments
J a n u a r y  2 0 1 4  t o  J u n e  2 0 1 4

Started introducing
private brand machine
"CR Tulip in Full
Bloom DS"

Announced that all halls are 
implementing new services, 
customer reward points

Started introducing 
OEM machine
 "CR Hakuoki DS"

Started introducing
OEM machine
"CR Basilisk DS"

1
25

1
29

6
21

DYNAM Yamaguchi Ube
Hall opens

DYNAM Miyagi Ishinomaki Hall opens

DYNAM Yamanashi Fuefuki Hall opens

DYNAM Ibaraki Tsuchiura
Hall opens

215 new employees inducted at �scal 2014 
DYNAM welcoming ceremony

Activities to support bj-league
2013-2014 season play-o� �nals

Donated about ¥15.24 million to
Fukushima Prefecture for Great
East Japan Earthquake recovery support

Donated about ¥15.24 million to
Iwate Prefecture for Great East Japan
Earthquake recovery support

Donated about ¥15.24 million
to Miyagi Prefecture for Great
East Japan Earthquake
recovery support

DYNAM Hokkaido Kitahiroshima Hall opens

DYNAM
Miyazaki Shoei Hall opens

DYNAM Kagawa Takamatsu
Goto Hall opens

DYNAM
earned highest rating ever in
evaluation study by the
Pachinko Trustee Board

DYNAM Saga Kamimine
Hall opens

DYNAM Hyogo Kobe
Akamatsudai Hall opens

2
15

2
25

3
15

4
9

4
11

3
21

3
29

4
3

5
24

6
16

6
14

1
30

4
2

4
23

Outlook for the DYNAM Group
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the Kasetsukizuna Newspaper distributed by the volunteer 

organization called Peace Boat. While delivering the paper, I was able 

to communicate with the residents. What I felt very keenly then was 

that the people living in the temporary housing wanted to have 

connections with other people, and they were looking for a 

community. I also felt that they wanted playful recreation. Our 

volunteer activity gave every individual employee a deep understanding 

that the hall's mission is to be a place of support for people in the local 

community as Ishinomaki moves on toward recovery. 

We also made an observation tour of Onagawacho, where the whole 

town was washed away by tsunami. When sta� members who were 

assigned from outside Miyagi Prefecture went and saw actual locations 

that had been hit by the disaster, they were shocked. However, as we 

became aware of the presence of people making every e�ort to lead 

their lives here, we resolved to make every e�ort here in this local 

community ourselves, as well.

And so the hall had its grand opening. Now the place is bustling with 

people, from the �shermen who come to the hall early in the morning, 

to construction workers who are involved in reconstruction projects 

coming to the hall at night. On weekends and holidays, we are open 

from 7:00 in the morning to midnight. We are trying to keep the hall 

open as much as possible to suit our customer groups.

� e  g r a n d  o p e n i n g  o f  t h e  

DYNAM Miyagi Ishinomaki 

Hall (herea�er Ishinomaki Hall) 

took place on 29 March 2014. 

�ree years had passed since the 

great earthquake, and the residents 

of Ishinomaki were starting to return to their regular lives. When the 

decision was made for me to be the Ishinomaki Hall SM, I had a very 

optimistic feeling that this would be a chance to provide some playful 

recreation to the local people as they headed into full-�edged recovery.

In any case, many di�culties came up on the way to the grand opening. 

Hiring sta� involved some major struggles. �e hall was located in an 

area that su�ered major damage from tsunami, and it was built very 

near the harbor, so we couldn't get any part-time employees to come. 

�ey said that the place still scared them. Finally we got three applicants 

just a week before the grand opening, and I felt truly grateful.

�at is how frantically busy things were, and we have also been carrying 

on volunteer activities with all the sta� members since before the grand 

opening. What was behind this was the idea that if we didn't know the 

current circumstances and state of mind of the disaster victims who 

were going to be our customers, the hall could never become rooted in 

the community. We visited the temporary housing and helped deliver 

We want to make
our hall a place that
supports people of
the local community

�e SM's
thoughts  and
feelings about  the
community, the 
hall, and the people

I n t r o d u c i n g  D Y N A M  H a l l s

Address:108-1 Minato aza Daimonzaki, 
Ishinomaki City, Miyagi Prefecture

We introduce the initiatives being
undertaken at our halls together
with the thoughts and feelings of
people who work in them

Another distinctive characteristic of this place is that many senior 

citizens who live in the temporary housing visit the hall in the morning. 

�e people living in the temporary housing are looking for 

connections with other people, so we have installed sta� members who 

are especially skilled in communication. �ey have polished their 

conversation skills with how-to books on communication, and partly 

as a result of this, some customers are now coming because they want 

to talk with the sta� members even more than they want to play 

pachinko. In order to become solidly rooted in the local community 

for the long term, I am giving top priority to creating a climate that 

allows people to come to the hall at any time without feeling any 

constraint.

We are committed to continuing with delivery of the Kasetsukizuna 

Newspaper and other volunteer activities into the future, in the spirit of 

contribution to the local community. �ere is a swimming beach that 

has been le� uncared for since the tsunami occurred, and we are also 

planning to do cleanup work there. I like to think that we can create a 

place for playful recreation for when the people of this area feel like 

enjoying the ocean again. When people who have le� Ishinomaki 

come back again, I want people here to tell them, "We're glad that 

DYNAM is here." �at's the kind of hall I want this to be.The fishing harbor starts bustling again

DYNAM Miyagi Ishinomaki Hall Store Manager (SM) Okabe

Exterior view of the hall

0 3 6 6
1

Miyagi Ishinomaki Hall
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I n t r o d u c i n g  D Y N A M  H a l l s

We established an inquiry desk for customers
and strive to reflect valuable customer
opinions and requests in our services.

We want to become a local place for community
Tomoko Koana, Assistant Manager (AM)

At this hall, we take part in a variety of volunteer activities, and we are building 

relationships with people in the local community. Life is starting to return to normal for 

the residents of Ishinomaki, but to be honest, recovery has not made very much progress. 

�ere are still many, many things we can do for the sake of the local community. In future, 

we are scheduled to help run the �reworks exhibition in Higashimatsushima City. I want 

us to �t into the local community even more closely, so that when recovery has advanced 

10 years from now, people will say, "We're glad that DYNAM was here."

his is about the DYNAM commercial that is 

currently being broadcast on television. Con-

nections and ties and service form the foundation for 

"local community participation," don't they. Some-

thing that I had been sensing but hadn't expressed is 

communicated clearly and explicitly in this television 

commercial. �is has a great impact as corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) and even locally. Continuity is 

strength. I pray for your continuing, further growth as 

an enterprise

T

borrowed a snow shovel from your Shirakawa Nishigo Hall the other day, and 

I am writing to thank you. A heavy snow had started falling on the evening of 

February 14, and my car parked at the nearby Nishigo bus stop parking lot had been 

so covered by snow that I couldn't get out. I was in a terrible �x, so I went over to the 

Shirakawa Nishigo Hall and explained the situation. When I asked apologetically if I 

could borrow something to clear the snow, the attendant I spoke with kindly checked 

with the manager, then generously loaned me the snow shovel, saying that we are all 

neighbors when we're in need. Using the snow shovel I borrowed, I was able to dig my 

car out of the snow within an hour. I shudder to think of how many hours it would 

have taken me to do it with just my hands. I am truly grateful that you loaned me the 

snow shovel so willingly, even though I hadn't come to the Shirakawa Nishigo Hall as 

a customer, and I thank you from the bottom of my heart. Really, thank you very 

much. �at snow shovel saved me so much trouble that I am almost more deeply 

grateful than I can say. With all my heart, I thank you for the warm kindness I was 

shown by the Shirakawa Nishigo Hall. Really, thank you very much. From this point 

on, I want to play pachinko at this hall as much as I can. Really, thank you very much.

I
A b o u t  H a l l  S e r v i c e s

About DYNAM's Television Commercial

"We want to bring light 
to this town," affirm hall 
employees

Advertisement for the hall 
opening relates our thoughts and 
feelings about the event.

Keeping the local community together 
by helping with newspaper delivery

E m p l o y e e  C o m m e n t s

Make pachinko halls into places where volunteer
activities originate Takeshi Kawamura, Sta�

When the disaster occurred, I was on the sta� in the Miyagi Natori Mitazono Hall. We 

had customers who came from their emergency evacuation areas for some playful 

recreation, saying, "It's painful to just sit around." I started believing that a pachinko hall 

could become part of the local community infrastructure. It was with that feeling that 

employees at the Ishinomaki Hall started engaging in volunteer activities from before the 

grand opening. We have engaged actively in debris clearing and other such activities. In the 

future, I would like the Ishinomaki Hall to be a place where volunteer activities originate.

                  
   ustomer　　omments

C C
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Contributing to society is a management policy at the DYNAM Group. 
We are continuously engaged in social contribution activities

in collaboration with local communities.

Social Contribution Activities

Between 1 September 2013 and 28 February 2014, we evenly distributed ¥45,724,339 among three prefectures hit by the Great 

East Japan Earthquake. �is amount was equivalent in value to the pachinko balls and tokens donated by our customers.

Great East Japan Earthquake Recovery Support

Community Programs Nationwide

Fundraising and Donations

Ongoing disaster area support

The DYNAM Kochi Susaki Hall made dona-
tions of toys and everyday necessities to the 
Susaki City Council of Social Welfare. The 
donated goods were to be used by children 
and elderly people who gather at the Town 
Salon and other such facilities.

Sakura Line 311 is a non-pro�t foundation established 

primarily by local youth organizations in Rikuzentakata City 

starting in May 2011 to carry out a tree planting project, and 

DYNAM has been participating in it since November 2011. 

In the present phase (15 March 2014), nine members from 

the DYNAM Iwate Ofunato Hall, the DYNAM Morioka 

O�ce, the DYNAM head o�ce, and DYNAM Japan 

Holdings joined with other participants in the project.

Donation of daily necessities

DYNAM Group halls perform a variety of community activities,
including volunteer events and donations.

�ey choose these activities according to the local environment and needs.

Sakura Line 311 Tree Planting Project

16 (Fri.) May

When evening comes, the Shiwa Winter 
Festival (Shiwa County, Iwate Prefecture) 
has a candle-lit display of snow sculptures. 
This time we helped create the snow 
sculptures, and also worked as volunteer 
staff members, helping to gather trash, 
guide cars, and guard dangerous areas 
when the fireworks were being set off.
(DYNAM Shinrai no Mori Iwate Shiwa Hall)

Cooperation with festival operation

18 (Sat.) January

DYNAM Yamaga Hall provided support for 
operation of the Jijiki furusato festival. We 
helped in setting up and running the Shinto 
ritual area and the refreshments area, and 
we also provided and helped cook some 
yakitori chicken and yakisoba noodles. 

Second round of support

16 (Sun.) March

Donation to Iwate Prefecture Donation to Miyagi Prefecture Donation to Fukushima Prefecture

Tree roots and rocks 
made digging holes 
hard work.

The landowners used few 
words in their greetings, but 
they were deeply moving.

We carried out pruning and cleanup activi-
ties at the No.1 Friendship Plaza located 
next to the hall. Since we have been doing 
this every month, the local residents have 
started giving us their thanks and words of 
encouragement.
(DYNAM Higashi Murayama Hall)

One year has passed since starting the program

19 (Mon.) May

* We will continue this program until the end of February 2015.

Donations to the three Tohoku Region prefectures from the DYNAM Group
starting in March 2012 have reached a total of

¥186,961,163.
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Akita Sakigake Shimpo

Keizai Bocyo

�e Toyama Shimbun

Fuji Sankei Business i

Fuji Sankei Business i

Morioka Times

Fuji Sankei Business i

Nikkei CNBC

jp.reuters.com

Iwate Nippo

Iwate Nichinichi Shimbun

Fuji Sankei Business i

Nikkan Sports

Kensetsutsushin Shimbun

Fukushima Minyu

Fukushima Minpo

Kahoku Shimpo

Fuji Sankei Business i

Yamanashi Nichinichi Shimbun

DYNAM Pachinko Hall Donates Bags, Etc., to City Social Welfare Council

Ube Hall Opening on 25th, O�ers Free Pachinko for Seniors on 23rd

Donations of Everyday Necessities, Etc., by 14 Halls

DYNAM Has Private Brand Machines

Pachinko Living with the Town: DYNAM "Lives" Together with Society and People

DYNAM Donates Electrical Appliances, Etc., to Morioka City Social Welfare Council

Continuing to Take on Challenges with the Responsibility and Pride of a Listed Corporation

DYNAM Grows by Chain Store Management: A Leisure Industry Undergoing Change

DYNAM Discusses Move to Casino Operation with Multiple Firms: Chairman of the Board

DYNAM Donates Recovery Funds to Prefecture

¥15.24 Million for Recovery Support

Maruhan and DYNAM Welcoming Ceremonies for New Employees

DYNAM Ceremony Welcomes 215 New Employees, 18 More than Last Year

Construction of New DYNAM Osaka Kaizuka Hall

Contributions from Hall Users of ¥15.24 Million Donated to Prefecture

¥15.24 Million Plus to Prefecture from Pachinko DYNAM 

¥15 Million Donation to Fukushima Prefecture

DYNAM Announces Support for the bj-league

DYNAM Yamanashi Isawa Opens in Fuefuki City

15 January 2014

25 January 2014

30 January 2014

8 February 2014

26 February 2014

10 March 2014

17 March 2014

25 March 2014

9 April 2014

10 April 2014

12 April 2014

12 April 2014

16 April 2014

16 April 2014

24 April 2014

24 April 2014

24 April 2014

17 May 2014

22 June 2014

Media Article content (headline)Date

8 February 2014
Reproduced from the Fuji Sankei
Business i 25 March 2014

From the Nikkei CNBC Channel

C o n t a c t  i n f o r m a t i o n

Land Sought for New Halls
DYNAM, operator of pachinko halls throughout Japan,
seeks land suitable for building new pachinko halls.

If you are a landowner hoping to make the best use of your land, 
or a real estate professional or other person who knows of suitable land, 
please contact us.

Development Division, DYNAM Business Support Co., Ltd.

Inquiries concerning land for developing into halls

Please contact if you know of any land, buildings, shopping centers, 
or vacant lots that may be available.

03-5850-3674Telephone:

"Now is the stage for planting various seeds. From next year on, we open 40 halls a year."
DYNAM Representative Director Kohei Sato

Zaikai25 March 2014

DYNAM Develops and Introduces OEM Machines
A Game to Relax and Enjoy: "CR Hakuoki DS"

Fuji Sankei Business i19 April 2014

Talking with the Top Leader 
DYNAM Japan Holdings 
Chief Executive O�cer Mr. Kohei Sato

Fuji Sankei Business i21 June 2014

L a n d o w n e r  s e r v i c e

Asset Management Division, DYNAM Business Support Co., Ltd. 
(responsible for asset management)

03-5850-3679

C o n c e r n i n g  t h e  D Y N A M  G r o u p  J o u r n a l

Information Management Division, DYNAM Co., Ltd.
(responsible for public relations)

03-3802-8224

C u s t o m e r  s e r v i c e

Customer Service Desk, DYNAM Co., Ltd.

0120-887-351

12 April 2014
Reproduced from the Iwate Nichinichi Shimbun

Main News Articles Concerning
DYNAM Group in the Past
Six Months

D Y N A M  G r o u p  

NEWS ARTICLES
AS SEEN THROUGH
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Summer
2014

03Vol.�e newsletter to create a closer relationship between DYNAM Group and its “partners in trust”

W h a t  T r u l y  P o p u l a r
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